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About This Content

The Yakovlev Yak-52 is a tandem seat, radial engine, trainer aircraft that served as the primary aircraft trainer for the Soviet
Union and many other nations. Introduced in 1979, the Yak-52 has been a popular choice among air forces given its rugged

construction, ease of handling, tricycle landing gear, and simple maintenance. These same characteristic have made it a popular
civilian aerobatics aircraft in its later years. The Yak-52 is powered by a single Vedeneyev M-14P, nine-cylinder radial piston
engine with 360 horsepower. We have created a new radial piston engine simulation from the ground up with a highly-realistic
engine cooling model. The aircraft is very response given an empty weight of just one ton and large controls surfaces. Capable

of pulling over 7 G and pushing up to negative 5 G, it’s no wonder the Yak-52 has been popular with aerobatic teams around the
world. The DCS: Yak-52 provides a realistic pilot training progression from the Yak-52, to the L-39C jet trainer, to modern

fighters like the MiG-29 and Su-27.

Note: This purchase can only be played from DCS World Steam Edition and cannot be transferred to a non-Steam
Edition version of DCS World.
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Key Features:

• Professional Flight Model that duplicates the flight characteristics of the Yak-52.
• Detailed and realistic simulation of post-stall behavior that allows edge-of and out-of-envelope maneuvers.
• Complete systems modeling of the Yak-52 that includes the engine, fuel, electrical and pneumatic systems.

• Realistic, mouse-interactive cockpit in which almost all controls can be interacted with.
• Accurate external and cockpit sounds that were recorded from a Yak-52.

• Interactive training missions included. Learn to start up, taxi, takeoff, and land the Yak-52 like a real pilot.
• Multiple liveries as both a military trainer and civilian aerobatic aircraft.

• Cooperative multiplayer. Fly with a friend in the same aircraft.
• Full virtual reality supported for Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Microsoft Mixed Reality, and others.
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Title: DCS: Yak-52
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Publisher:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum system requirements (LOW graphics settings): 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB (32 GB for multiplayer); Free hard disk space:
60 GB; Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.

English,Russian,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Czech
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This is an old school adventure game. Only get this if you grew up playing games in the nineties and you are after a nostalgia fix.
I have never seen such a byoutfiull maserpiss this game definze viedo games it iw ay bttr then dat scene in call of duty when the
enemy nexus kills scout and pyro.It made me feel as if i was 73 years young again i highly recomend it for fans of the call of
battlefied black line retroboutions sereis.I es[ecao;;y join the turret sections when the game forces you to open internet explorer
and illegali downlaod rul344,My favoruite part is when masterchief opens the vault the and dsicovers it is full of hentaicles.You
know now dat i think about it this remidnes me of the trip i took to kush town it was so majessdeticl evceryone weas jappy and
smyling and freferferf ,this iswasht i feel when playing Cumign boy ounrament it makes me fe mfeel liek a litt buy and buying
ilegal marie jay now if you'd give me aa second i have to un zip my pants
...................................................................................................................................... im kkkkkkk now just had to clear up my
seemun However dis is gyme das have sum bad sexample in the underground missions when you have to ♥♥♥♥ht Jauntraun
the game constantly freezex and makes u jave fun ijwicj is bad Over all i give Call of Duty Advanced Warfare a -52/1. I just
love it...

Perfect difficulty, keeps challenging
Perfect learning curve
Very strategic
No bugs

I expected way less from this game, thought it would be a puzzle game with a walkthrough for when you got stuck but due to
randomized spawns of the enemies in the campaign, you must be smart or it's game over.

Definitely worth the 10 euro, would have bought it for more if I knew how good it was.. This game has been quite the roller
coster of emotions. While I was a little bit confised at some of the CGs/achievements, it didn't take tooo too long to figure out.
I'm terrible at writing reviews so.... good day?. A pretty decent game. I picked it up for a dollar a few sales back and it's done
pretty well. It's not a game you sit down and play all day and night, but it is a pretty good timewaster every now and again. I
would highly recommend waiting for a sale in order to buy this game, though, as it would make it much more worth-while.. The
Mims Beginning made me laugh and suprise. It looked like a simple game for 3-7 year old kid, but after some time of playing
this game i started to think more economic and logical. I'm still in shock that this game under the candy cover hides really good,
logical game. :). Cons: The game is too "short", not being able to fully make use of it's mechanics. Iwas expecting something
around 4hour gameplay. Took more time to download it than actually finishing it (50mins). Also, the game seems too "heavy". I
have a computer that run most games on "medium" quality with pretty decent FPS, and this game did not achieved a decent FPS
with all setting on LOW.
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Pros: The idea and concept of the game is fantastic, the cutscenes are very philosophycal. The gameplay and mechanics are
good (except for "battles"), making me experience a good freedom.

Obs.: I did not collect the 20 crystal, so I don't know if there's extra content after that.. best game ever. Played a few rounds.
Great concept, but let down by simplistic tech tree, lack of a tutorial and just a general lack of things to do.
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I have played several HOGs and really enjoy the genre. However, Eventide is just sooo boooring that it's the first one that I may
not ever finish.. Half of the text in the game isn't even english!
. i dont knoe why but everytime i get to the part where i have to climb the dresser it freezes. its the only game that does this to
me.. Very very short (around 90 minutes to complete the first campaign) and I haven't tried the DLC. It's a fun little waste of
time to play with the physics and figure out the puzzles. That said, sometimes the physics are frustrating because you might
know exactly how to blow something up but a barrel doesn't fall just right.

Still, it's pretty cheap and has workshop support so I guess buy it if you want a short little physics-y action-y puzzle game to
waste some time with?. Just another side-scrolling beat-em-up that also happens to be incredibly slow. Your character sluggishly
inches his way across the screen and then picks away at the slow enemies with one of a small amount of low-impact moves. The
pixel art is pretty generic and doesn't do it any favours.

I'm not big on the sense of humour, either. The title alone should pretty much give you the idea of what you're dealing with. It's
the kind of stuff you'd see labelled as "silly" and "random" and doesn't make up for how bland the game feels to play.

Going to be honest, I didn't last longer than 15 minutes with this one before I got bored, so consider this a quick look rather than
a full review. Let me know if it gets better later.

. Liked this game a lot! Not too easy, not too difficult, lovely art style. Took me about 9 hours to complete with all
achievements.. Needs better sound, some music and a scoreboard.
Gameplay is sort of fun and I could see it being rad multiplayer.
Priced about right for what it is, but definitely needs some work.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=diqyW9rU4GQ. This is such a beautiful game!

I picked it up on sale, which was probably just as well as it is about 4 hours of gameplay. However, the story was interesting and
kept me guessing, the art and music was beautiful, and the hidden object scenes were lovely to look at. The mini games were not
challenging, but I did skip a couple out of tired frustration. I am really glad I bought Dark Strokes: Legend of the Snow
Kingdom and appreciated the bonus content!. Even though it was free.... it wasn't even worth the time to play it. The voice
acting is terrible, and the game itself is also equally lacking in plot and gameplay.
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